Large Government Agency Reduces Labor
Costs by $500,000, Deploys Images 6x Faster
with SmartDeploy® Enterprise
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support team works closely
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labor hours over the course of the year.
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components directly into images, users can simply add device
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the need to create large volumes of images or frequent updates

Faster, Easier Image Deployment

across many images over the network or on physical media.

Rather than manually creating and managing thousands of
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“Now we can use our master image indefinitely, thanks to the

SmartDeploy’s delta images, which enable them to release
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regardless of bandwidth constraints or connection integrity. For

By simplifying the overall imaging process, the organization has

the organization, this translates into a much simpler and more

been able to reduce the number of system administrators required

streamlined universal system deployment process.

to build and deploy images. As the Senior System Administrator
notes, “Before SmartDeploy, it took five months and a team of
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seven people to build our system images. Now, we’re done in two
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An intuitive interface and simple wizards, help users automate

With streamlined and simplified Windows deployment—from the

common tasks and accelerate the overall image capturing process.

data center to the desktop to the branch office—the organization

With the Capture Wizard, for example, users can capture an image

doesn’t have to worry about providing in-depth training to

from the version of Windows they’re working in, or perform direct

technicians or integrating new infrastructure to support the system

file-to-file imaging on a local workstation through the Virtual Disk

imaging process. As a result, technicians have more time to focus

Component. Either way, the wizard moves the user through the

on proactive projects—and the company is saving hundreds of

process in just three short steps—making it much easier for the

thousands of dollars it would have otherwise spent on resolving

organization’s systems administrators to maintain up-to-date

deployment issues.

images in less time.
“We saved half a million dollars in labor costs using SmartDeploy—
“Speed and flexibility are crucial to our organization—as is

that’s 100 times the amount we invested in the product!” the

maintaining up-to-date system images,” the Senior System

Senior System Administrator notes. “But more than that, we’re

Administrator points out. “Because the process was so complex

regaining critical hours that we can devote to maintaining system

before, we could only update once every 18 months. Now with

integrity and harnessing new innovations in technology that drive

SmartDeploy, we can do it every 90 days.”

our continued success.”
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